Host SM_Darlene says:
Prelude: It has been 7-days since the change in command of the station took place.  Things have settled down a bit after the celebrations of the promotions and awards ceremonies.  The crews have been busy with their regular duties and after confirming all the systems have been repaired, the station has returned to normal operations.

Newly appointed Commanding Officer, Captain Pavielion and Executive Officer Kerst have been busy getting acquainted with their duties in their new positions and going over the crew rosters and schedules as the newly appointed OPS Officer Commander Danforth is also getting acquainted with his new responsibilities.

Counselor West has began redecorating and rearranging her office to accommodate the new sofa she is expecting from the Starfleet Psychology Dept. while CTO Marek has been anxiously awaiting the arrival of some experimental weaponry.

CSO Taliza's experiments are at a standstill until the new specimens and containers arrive and he is having a tough time keeping his staff busy.

The medical staff, as well is anxiously waiting for the supplies Doctor Tae ordered, as they are perishable if not kept at a constant 25.21-degree temperature.  The medical staff is also keeping busy treating the entire population of deck 16 for Carbon Monoxide poisoning, a by-product of the photosynthesis of a Tarkalian Buridurior plant.

CEO Corjet and his teams of engineers are awaiting the arrival of the parts he requisitioned from Starfleet Engineering Dept. two months ago and is ready for the arrival of the Admiral's new Intrepid-class vessel, the USS Seahawk so his engineers can go over her with a fine-toothed comb.

Admiral Mitchell as well, has been kept busy getting acquainted with her new crew and new duties as Sector Commander.

Host SM_Darlene says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Kootenai Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Cast of Characters

Chad Snyder as CO Commander/Captain Micjoran Pavielion
Brian Wachendorf as XO Commander P’Dar Kerst
Craig Yoshihara as CIV Commander Christian Danforth
Randy Tirazona as CEO Commander Corjet Randy
Eric VanSickle as SO Lieutenant Taliza Cal
Emily Dueckman as CMO Lieutenant Doctor Kara Tae
Gary Cole as MO Lieutenant Junior Grade Sovok
Juanita Wilson as CNS Commander Toni West

Guest Appearances

Phil Yarbrough as Captain Ware
SM-Darlene Wise as Sector Commander Admiral Valar Mitchell

OPS_Danforth says:
::Awaiting the XO outside of his office::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Sitting in her office on deck 2, reading over the sector reports::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Stands up from his desk and approaches the door, takes a look around, notices that he likes the layout of the room, but he might change some of the decor::

MO_Sovok says:
::Walks around sickbay checking in on some of the more sever patients from deck 16::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Pacing around Science Lab 1 to figure out where to put all the new equipment::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Paces in around Main Engineering, awaiting the arrival of the USS Seahawk::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Exits into Ops, walks over to the command chair::

CEO_Corjet says:
*OPS* Mr. Danforth? I was wondering about the ETA of the USS Seahawk?  Do you have one?

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Several more patients enter the Infirmary displaying symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning.

CNS_West says:
::Ending a counseling session and planning her celebration with Commander Kerst::

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks over to the patients and guides them to a group of empty biobeds before picking up a hypospray::

MO_Sovok says:
::Turns around, hypospray in hand and walks over to the new patients:: All: Just let me give you this injection.  It should take care of the carbon monoxide, but I'd like you to stick around for fifteen minutes to give it time to work.  If it doesn't seem to work, come talk to me or the CMO.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Takes a seat and looks around Ops, notices that his entire senior staff is absent::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Infirmary is starting to get a bit crowded.

OPS_Danforth says:
::Hits his COM badge:: *CEO* Yes, Sir,  ETA is in 25 minutes.

CNS_West says:
::Wondering how CMO Tae is doing within Sickbay::

OPS_Danforth says:
::Walks into Operations and notices the Captain and nods to him as he takes his station::  CO: Just going over some numbers with the XO, Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Waves his Engineering Team over:: *OPS* Thank you, Mister Danforth.  Corjet, out.  ::Leads his team to the docking bay then stops in his tracks:: *OPS* Which docking bay?

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: A couple of big guys enter the CNS's office to help her move the furniture around.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Nods to OPS::  OPS: Commander, have we established contact or an ETA on the Seahawk?

MO_Sovok says:
::Walks away from the group of newcomers and notices how full the Sickbay is getting.  Begins to dismiss people based on their symptoms::

CNS_West says:
::Looks up from her desk as men enter her office::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
*CEO* Commander, have your teams begun dismantling the equipment on the Erie?

CMO_Tae says:
::Looks around Sickbay and wonders when Deck 16's environmental controls are going to be adjusted::

OPS_Danforth says:
::Looks at the monitors and punches some buttons:: *CEO* Docking bay 2, Commander.

CSO_Taliza says:
SO Goode: John, do we have enough space for all the supplies we're getting from the Seahawk?

CNS_West says:
Workers:  Please move all this stuff into the other room, what I am expecting is...rather large.

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: One lone crewman enters the Infirmary, coughing and stumbling around.  Finally he passes out just inside the door.

OPS_Danforth says:
CO: Yes, Sir.  We established contact 5 minutes ago and they will be docking in Bay 2 in 25 minutes.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles and leads his team to the turbolift:: Docking Bay 2.  ::Looks them over::

Captain_Ware says:
@<Seahawk FCO> CO: Approaching outer markers.  ETA 25 minutes to the dock.

CSO_Taliza says:
<SO Goode> CSO: Yes, Sir.  Julia and I have been rearranging everything.

CSO_Taliza says:
SO Goode: Julia?

MO_Sovok says:
::Rushes over to the crewmember and begins scans with his tricorder.  Finds out it's carbon monoxide poisoning and injects the crewman, motioning for Kara to help him lift the crewman::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
OPS: Acknowledged, I will inform the Admiral.

CEO_Corjet says:
Engineering Team: We have to give it a total evaluation.  This will be the Admiral’s ship. ::Sighs::

CSO_Taliza says:
<SO Goode> CSO: CPO Julia Plenty, Sir.

CMO_Tae says:
::Walks over to the crewman::  MO: I'm beginning to think we don't even need to scan these people any more to know what's wrong with them.

CEO_Corjet says:
<Engineering Team> ::Mills about, already knowing.  A couple walks towards the door::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
OPS: Did you talk with Admiral Mitchell to confirm where she wanted the vessel docked?

CNS_West says:
Workers:  This old couch, please move it into any crew quarters that are unavailable, I will find out what to do with it later.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Rolls his eyes at the fact he has an Ensign Goode and a CPO Plenty::

OPS_Danforth says:
CO: I sent a memo, but I'm sure the Admiral has been too busy to worry about it.  I'll contact her again.  ::Enters the turbolift:: Deck 2.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Leads his team to Docking Bay 2, all of them caring some type of various equipment::

OPS_Danforth says:
::Exits the turbolift and walks to the Admiral's office waving to Lt. Sherman as he passes::

Captain_Ware says:
@<Seahawk FCO> SCO: Slowing to impulse, Sir.

OPS_Danforth says:
::Taps the door chime on the Admiral's door::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Hears the door chime:: Enter.

MO_Sovok says:
::Nods and begins to pick the man up:: CMO: I know. ::Laughs::

CNS_West says:
::Anxiously wondering when her new equipment will arrive::

CMO_Tae says:
::Picks up the crewmember and moves over to an empty biobed::

CEO_Corjet says:
<AE> ::Walks up to Corjet:: CEO: Shall I bring up a Secondary Inspection Team, Sir?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Looks around, once again noticing that his entire senior staff is absent, sighs::

MO_Sovok says:
CMO: Why don't we just get rid of the damn plants?

OPS_Danforth says:
::Enters the Admiral’s Office:: CO: Sir, the Seahawk is on approach and wanted to know which docking bay you would prefer it to be in.  I picked Docking Bay 2 because of its proximity to the Erie.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks at his Engineer and thinks a moment:: AE: Yes, let’s get this done as soon as possible.

CMO_Tae says:
MO: Don't ask me.

Captain_Ware says:
@Seahawk OPS: I want full running beacons, we have to look impressive pulling to the docking port.

MO_Sovok says:
::Glances around:: CMO: How many more can we take?

CSO_Taliza says:
<CPO Plenty> CSO: Sir, I've heard the Seahawk is about 15 minutes away.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Looks up as Commander Danforth enters:: OPS: Ah...Commander, yes, that will be fine.  By the way, thank you for the tea.  It was very thoughtful of you.  I have already brewed a cup.  Would you care for some?

OPS_Danforth says:
Admiral: Actually, Sir, yes, that would be nice.  I've never actually tried it.

CMO_Tae says:
::Looks around and thinks::  MO: Not many.  I'm considering just going down to Deck 16 and inoculating everyone before it gets really bad.

OPS_Danforth says:
::Still standing but approaches the Admiral::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Accesses his console and checks the status of the Seahawk::

MO_Sovok says:
CMO: That sounds like a good idea.  Why don't you send a medical team?

CEO_Corjet says:
<AE> ::Awaits the Inspection Teams arrival::

CNS_West says:
::Watches as movers begin to bang some of the furniture against the wall::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
OPS: Very well.  ::Stands and approaches the replicator then orders a cup of hot water.  Takes the hot water back to her desk and opens the box on top of the desk, taking a small pinch of tealeaves and putting them in the cup.  Hands the cup to OPS:: OPS: Please, sit down, Commander.  ::Motions to a chair::

CSO_Taliza says:
CPO Plenty: Acknowledged.  ::Silently:: I just wish it would hurry up!

CMO_Tae says:
MO: I don't know how many people we can spare right now.  With all the equipment and supplies coming and such.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Looks around, almost feels lonely.  Would head to Docking Bay Two to greet the Seahawk, but cannot leave Ops in the hands of an inexperienced Ensign::

OPS_Danforth says:
::Sits down:: Admiral: Thank you, Sir.  ::Takes the cup and takes a small sip.  Thinks: It’s definitely different than anything he's ever tasted::

MO_Sovok says:
::Nods:: CMO: Do you want me to go?

CSO_Taliza says:
<CPO Plenty> ::Overhears comment:: CSO: Sir, the Seahawk is going as fast as she can.

OPS_Danforth says:
Admiral: It's....I can't place the flavor, Sir.  Where do they get the leaves from to make it?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Waits for the U.S.S. Seahawk's arrival and goes the team:: Engineers: Lets make one last check of all of our equipment... ::Lays his toolkit out and starts running automated diagnostics on each and every piece of equipment::

CNS_West says:
<Workers>: can you get this done without totally tearing up the walls, thank you!  ::Shaking her head::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Sits back down in her new leather chair:: OPS: I am not certain, Commander, but I do like the flavor.  So, tell me, how are you finding your new Operations Manager position?

CMO_Tae says:
MO: Either you or me.

MO_Sovok says:
CMO: You're the Doctor. ::Grins::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Groans at the CPO:: SO/CPO: I'm going to Docking Bay Two to wait for the Seahawk.  You both have the lab.

OPS_Danforth says:
Admiral: I like it, Sir.  It feels like an old glove.

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The CEO finds that some of his tools have been tampered with without his knowledge.

Captain_Ware says:
@<Seahawk OPS> COM: Kootenai Station Operations: USS Seahawk requesting clearance for docking.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
OPS: Well, I am certain you will do well in your new position.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Exits Science Lab 1 and heads to the nearest turbolift:: Computer: Docking Bay 2.

CNS_West says:
::Watches as workers drop a priceless vase and knock over another::

OPS_Danforth says:
Admiral: Thank you, Sir.  Commander Kerst did an excellent job with the staff.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over the readouts of the diagnostics of his equipment.  Then looks at it again in shock:: Engineers: I've got some tampering with my equipment!

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Hears the Seahawk's COM and sighs.  Hits the COM panel::  COM: USS Seahawk: Acknowledged Seahawk, you have been cleared for docking Bay Two, please proceed.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
OPS: Yes, he is a very capable officer as are all of the Kootenai crew.

OPS_Danforth says:
CO: Yes, Sir.  ::Pauses:: So how do you like being the Sector Commander?

CMO_Tae says:
MO: You're a Doctor too.  But we can't just stand here and talk about it.

Captain_Ware says:
@<Seahawk OPS> COM: Kootenai Station Operations: Acknowledged, we are on final approach.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Turbolift stops near Docking Bay 2::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
OPS: Thus far it has been satisfactory.  It does have its perks.  ::Raises an eyebrow looking around at the brand new plush offices::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Walks over to the airlock to Docking Bay Two::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Has the FCO magnify the viewscreen.  Notices that all her beacons are activated and grins::  Lieutenant Nemis: Activate all of the station's beacons.  If they can put on a light show then so can we.  ::Sits down in his chair and laughs::

CNS_West says:
Workers: Gentlemen! Stop everything, now!  Put that down and get out!  I will do this myself!  Now, get this cleaned up and be more careful or I will have you on report!

MO_Sovok says:
::Grabs a Medical Kit and walks back over to her. Takes her hand and squeezes it softly:: CMO: I'll go. You take care of things here. ::Smiles::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
*Station Wide* Attention all hands, the Seahawk is now docking at Docking Bay Two, please prepare to receive her.

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The workers in the CNS's office are startled by her outburst and drop everything in their hands.

CMO_Tae says:
::Presses a hypospray against his neck::  MO: Since you're going down, you have to be inoculated.

Captain_Ware says:
@<Seahawk OPS> *Docking Crew* Report to Cargo Bay one for assignment.

OPS_Danforth says:
CO: Indeed.  Well, if you'll excuse me, Sir.  I better go and see that the Seahawk is ship shape for you, if you'll pardon the pun.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over the inter-phasic calibrator and finds that it's been improperly calibrated.  Then slides it over the deck to the Assistant Engineer:: AE: Have that inter-phasic calibrator looked at.  And get me another one.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Sees the Seahawk on final approach::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Hears the station wide COM:: OPS: It sounds like my new ship is docking.  Shall we go take a look?  ::Stands::

CNS_West says:
::Sighs, remembering when she found this vase at the station’s antique store::

MO_Sovok says:
::Nods:: CMO: Take care. ::Smiles::

OPS_Danforth says:
::Stands and waits for the Admiral to head out first::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Sighs, then assigns a Lieutenant to take command of Ops and boards a turbolift::  turbolift: Docking Bay Two.

CMO_Tae says:
::Moves around Sickbay to check on the patients before she diverts her attention to receiving supplies::

OPS_Danforth says:
Admiral: I can't wait.  I hear she's quite a ship.

MO_Sovok says:
::Leaves Sickbay and heads for the turbolift::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
OPS: Any Intrepid class vessel is "quite a ship" Commander.
::Walks to the office doors and exits, stopping briefly to inform Lieutenant Sherman where she will be then exits the Sector Commander’s Office headed for Docking Bay Two::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Sees a ship similar to the Erie::

CEO_Corjet says:
<AE> ::Watches the inter-phasic calibrator slide across the deck and stop at his foot.  Picks it up and hands it to one of his Engineers as he hears the station wide announcement::

CNS_West says:
::Decides to leave her office until the workers finish their work::

OPS_Danforth says:
::Follows the Admiral and notifies the Operations crew by signal that the Admiral is coming::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
ACTION: The Seahawk lines up with the station’s space doors with running lights alternating from bow to stern::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Checks the rest of his equipment and then tosses a plasma regulation calibrator to the deck:: Engineers: Any more problems with your equipment?

MO_Sovok says:
::Steps into the turbolift and looks around for an odd reason.  Maybe the inoculation:: Computer, Deck 16.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Watches the Seahawk perform docking maneuvers::

OPS_Danforth says:
Admiral: Very true, although I would love to have another Akira class docked here.  Those ships are awfully powerful.

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Seahawk gracefully enters the space doors gliding towards Docking Bay 2.

CNS_West says:
*OPS* Commander, has the USS Seahawk arrived with my...new equipment, yet?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Is already thinking that command is not what he thought it would be. Exits the turbolift as it halts::

CEO_Corjet says:
<AE> ::Goes and fetches the plasma regulation calibrator and hands it to another engineer to have it inspected and serviced.  Then grabs the tools from a locker and walks up to Commander Corjet and hands them to him:: CEO: Here you go.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
OPS: Do not discount the power of an Intrepid, Commander.  ::Stops at the airlock to Docking Bay 2::

OPS_Danforth says:
Admiral: Yes, Sir.  ::Enters the airlock after her::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Receives the equipment and stores them in his toolkit as he receives various reports that only a few other problems have been found::

Captain_Ware says:
@<Seahawk OPS> CO: Umbilical crews standing by.

OPS_Danforth says:
*CNS* Yes, Commander and I believe that your new sofa could be here.

CEO_Corjet says:
<AE> ::Points to the view port:: CEO: She's docking now.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Sees Admiral Mitchell and comes to attention::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Walks down the corridor, notices the Admiral with Commander Danforth::

CSO_Taliza says:
Admiral: Admiral, Sir!

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Turns to see the CSO at attention:: CSO: At ease, Lieutenant.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Goes to at ease and turns attention back to the Seahawk:: SC: She looks good, Admiral.

Captain_Ware says:
@Seahawk FCO: Thrusters only Lieutenant, take us in.

CNS_West says:
*OPS* Great!  What docking bay should I report to?

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Turns to the CSO:: CSO: Yes, she does indeed.

MO_Sovok says:
::Arrives at Deck 16 and feels dizzy for some reason.  Feels his stomach lurch and realizes that whatever plagued him for so long was resurfacing. Tries to ignore it and continues down the hall, towards any people that may be near or around the deck::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
SC: Ready to tour your new ship, Admiral?

CSO_Taliza says:
SC/OPS: I just hope the Seahawk crew kept my supplies fresh.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
ACTION: The Seahawk glides into Docking Bay 2.  She is a beautiful ship and the sight of two Intrepid class vessels docked side by side is awesome.

Captain_Ware says:
@::Watches view screen as the ship slowly moves into the docking bay::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over as he closes his toolkit:: AE: Prepare your Engineers to board her.  I'll be handling the dilithium chamber myself.  Everything as planned.

OPS_Danforth says:
*CNS* Docking Bay 2, Commander.

CEO_Corjet says:
<AE> ::Nods and gathers his Engineers in formation, including the inspection team::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Sees the new CO:: CO: Yes, Captain, I am ready.

CNS_West says:
*OPS* Thank you, Commander.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Captain.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
SC: It appears that the crew has her in her best.  All her beacons and running lights were fully activated when she came into viewing range.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
CO: That is a good sign.

Captain_Ware says:
@Seahawk XO: You have the Bridge.  I'll be at the docking port to meet the Admiral.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Nods to the CSO::  CSO: Do you have the equipment necessary for the computer transfer?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over to an Engineer at a station.  Quickly walks up to him and asks to have all Engineering equipment and supplies to be stored in the Engineering compartments after they've been received.  Then heads back to the airlock::

CMO_Tae says:
::Double-checks the patients already in Sickbay then heads for the turbolift to pick up supplies, bringing a few medics with her::

CNS_West says:
::Sakes a step backward to look in her office and hears something go "Crash"::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: I'll call down Goode and Plenty when she docks.

OPS_Danforth says:
Admiral: It's a beautiful ship, Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
<AE> ::Stands at the head of the Engineers, waiting to board her::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
OPS: Indeed, Commander, indeed. ::Looks on then taps the pad next to the door opening the airlock::

MO_Sovok says:
::Treats a few patients and then notices that the whole population that was affected is probably up in Sickbay where he needed to get back to.  Begins his trip back to the turbolift and falls against a wall, clutching his gut::

CNS_West says:
::Shakes her head and steps live toward the turbolift::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The MO bends over in pain and begins to feel faint.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Enters the airlock walking towards the Seahawk::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Steps back away from the airlock then motions to his Assistant:: AE: Move them back a bit.  Never know, might have a wild Targ running out trying to get to shoreleave. ::Laughs and moves to the side::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Walks through the airlock with the Admiral as it opens::

Captain_Ware says:
@::Taps Com Badge:: ADM: Ware to Admiral Mitchell, I'll be waiting at docking port two to turn the Seahawk over to you at your convenience.

CEO_Corjet says:
<AE> ::Laughs but does understand what Corjet was talking about and moves the Engineers out of the way so those disembarking may expedite their shore leave::

CSO_Taliza says:
*SO/CPO* You guys report to Docking Bay 2 to complete the computer transfer from the Seahawk.  I'll see to the supplies.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
*Captain Ware* Acknowledged.  We are on our way, now, Captain.

CSO_Taliza says:
<SO Goode> *CSO* Aye, Sir.  CPO Plenty: Let's go.  ::Walks gangway to the Seahawk::

OPS_Danforth says:
::Enjoys the view of the new ship::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Salutes various officers, mostly Engineers that exit the USS Seahawk::

Captain_Ware says:
::Steps onto the ramp and waits::

CNS_West says:
::Exits the turbolift and walks to Docking Bay 2 and enters::

MO_Sovok says:
::Sees the wall fall away and swings his arms away, stumbling backwards.  Tries to make it to the turbolift but the illusions of vertigo overtake him and send him reeling towards the floor::

OPS_Danforth says:
CNS: Hello, Commander, here for your new couch?

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The senior officers look like a large matching band as they walk the gangway towards the Seahawk.

Captain_Ware says:
::Looks at PADD to be sure he has all the command transfer data ready::

MO_Sovok says:
::Wonders why his stomach problems keep getting worse every time they happen and feels everything go blank as he falls unconscious on the floor::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Tries to stand out of the way as a flood of officers exit the Seahawk and nearly stampede the station::

CNS_West says:
OPS:  Yes, Commander, but shhh, I don't want everyone rushing to try it out, cause it might prove to be too much fun!

Captain_Ware says:
::Snaps to attention as Admiral and staff approach::

XO_Kerst says:
::Watches crew disembark the Seahawk::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Almost gets caught in the rush the other way from the Seahawk::

OPS_Danforth says:
::Can't help but laugh at the Counselor's comment::

CMO_Tae says:
::Turns to her medics and assigns some of them to pick up supplies and others to transfer any patients that need to be transferred::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Approaches Captain Ware:: Captain Ware: At ease, Captain. I am Admiral Mitchell, this is Captain Pavielion, Commanding Officer of this station.  Welcome to Kootenai Station.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sees what he believes to be a senior Engineer and talks with her a few moments, then finds out that she's only an EO but with a Lieutenants rank::

Captain_Ware says:
Admiral: Thank you, Admiral.  ::Nods with respect::

XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Everything in place for the off-loading?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Notices Captain Ware up ahead with command transfer PADD in hand::  Ware: Nice to meet you Captain, that is a fine ship you have brought the Admiral.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
Captain Ware: I trust your journey was peaceful?

OPS_Danforth says:
XO: Yes, Sir.  I've got three teams waiting as we speak.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Looks around:: Nearest officer: I'm Lieutenant Taliza Cal, Chief Science Officer of Kootenai Station.  Where are my supplies?

CEO_Corjet says:
::After a few more minutes he and his Engineers start boarding the Erie::

CNS_West says:
::Stands by as Admiral Mitchell  Captain Pavielion greets Captain Ware::

Captain_Ware says:
ADM/CO: Very good flight.  Wish I could keep her ::Grins::

XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Good. What's first on priority?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Taps his COM badge::  *XO* Commander, it appears that the majority of the Seahawk's crew have fled onto the station ::Chuckles::  You can proceed to unload her.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Raises an eyebrow at the Captain:: Captain Ware: Indeed, Captain, indeed.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Runs his hand across the walls of the walkway inside the USS. Seahawk:: Self: Hmm.. Something’s a bit different here.  ::Stops in his tracks and listens intently::

Captain_Ware says:
CO: Seahawk’s cargo teams are ready as well.

XO_Kerst says:
*CO* Understood.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
Ware: Tell me Captain, what is to become of you now?

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The crew of the Seahawk begins unloading the supplies as quick as they can so they can go on shoreleave.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Is directed to Cargo Bay 3:: Officer: Thank you.  ::Makes way to Cargo Bay 3::

CEO_Corjet says:
<AE> ::Looks at Corjet for a brief moment and continues to lead the Engineers to Main Engineering::

XO_Kerst says:
OPS: That's your cue, start empting her out.

CNS_West says:
OPS:  By the way, I need to requisition for a few repairs to my office.  The workers have been less than kind to my walls while moving things around.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
Ware: Acknowledged, our teams will be aboard to assist them as well.

Captain_Ware says:
CO: I have a few days to enjoy your station and then back to HQ.

OPS_Danforth says:
XO: Yes, Sir. ::Signals the OPS teams to begin unloading::

CSO_Taliza says:
<SO Goode/CPO Plenty> ::Make their way to the computer core and uploads information to Kootenai’s computer::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Stands waiting for Captain Ware to initiate command transfer protocols::

Captain_Ware says:
Admiral: Are you assuming personal command of the Seahawk?

XO_Kerst says:
CNS: Redecorating your office?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Nods::  Ware: I will have our OPS officer arrange some quarters aboard the station for you, please enjoy our hospitality.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Shakes his head and continues to Main Engineering::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
Captain Ware: Yes that was my understanding, Captain.  She is my vessel.

CNS_West says:
::Looking over at XO Kerst and smiling:: XO: Yes, I have a few new additions coming in today.

Captain_Ware says:
::Nods to the CO::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Arrives at Cargo Bay 3 and inspects the supplies::

CEO_Corjet says:
<AE> ::Disburses the Engineers according to the plan::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Looks around for the MO::  CO: Where is Lieutenant Sovok?  I would think he would have been here to see to the unloading of the medical supplies?

CMO_Tae says:
::Moves from place to place, helping her medics where needed::

Captain_Ware says:
Admiral: Very well, Sir.

CNS_West says:
::Standing on tiptoes looking over the equipment being unloaded from the ship::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Looks around::  SC: I am not sure, Sir, I will check.

CSO_Taliza says:
Cargo Bay 3 crew: They're okay.  Let's get them over to Kootenai Science Lab 1.

CEO_Corjet says:
<AE> ::Gets ready to order the Engineers to work as they're all in position.  Then waits for the CEO::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Taps his COM badge again::  *CMO/MO* The Seahawk has now docked and we are unloading her, are you two headed down here?

XO_Kerst says:
CNS: You know as first office it’s my duty to ensure all new equipment coming on board is safe. Is there anything I should know about. ::Grins::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The cargo crew is rushing to get the cargo containers unloaded.  One of the containers slides off the anti grav unit tipping over on it's side.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Takes a few cases of petri dishes and leads Cargo Bay 3 team down the corridor to the airlock::

Captain_Ware says:
::Taps his PADD:: Computer: Transfer command to Admiral Mitchell, Authorization Ware Beta, 267 Zulu.

CNS_West says:
XO: I will be requiring your assistance a little later to give my new equipment a trial run.  Will you be available?

Host SM_Darlene says:
<Computer> Command transfer codes authorized.

Captain_Ware says:
Admiral: She's all yours.  ::Hands her PADD with codes::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Arrives in Main Engineering proper and looks around, then smiles as everyone is seemingly in position:: AE: Report.

OPS_Danforth says:
Cargo Crew: There is no need to rush.  Who is your commanding officer here?

CSO_Taliza says:
::Sees the anti grav tip over:: Crewman: Hey!  That's very valuable supplies for someone there.  Be careful!

XO_Kerst says:
CNS: I'm sure I can squeeze in some time for an inspection. Say around 21:30?

CEO_Corjet says:
<AE> ::Turns to the CEO:: CEO: Everyone’s in position and ready for inspection, Sir.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Walks over to a panel and scans for the CMO and MO, notices that the CMO is already aboard::

CMO_Tae says:
::Hears her COM and looks around for the CO, knowing he's around somewhere::  *CO* I'm already here.  Is there something I can do for you, Sir?

CNS_West says:
XO: Yes, Commander, that will be perfect.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
Computer: Computer, this is Admiral Valar Mitchell, Sector Commander.  Transfer all command codes for the Seahawk to myself, authorization Mitchell-4-5-4-Alpha.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
*CMO* Where is Lieutenant Sovok, is he with you?

CMO_Tae says:
*CO* No, he went to deck 16 to inoculate the personnel against carbon monoxide.

Host SM_Darlene says:
<Computer> Authorization codes verified, transfer of command codes of the USS Seahawk to Admiral Mitchell is complete.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Makes way back to Kootenai and leads crew to science lab 1::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Looks to Captain Ware:: Captain Ware: I relieve you, Sir.

Captain_Ware says:
Admiral: I stand relieved.  Will you require anything further?

CNS_West says:
OPS: There it is!  That large container there!  ::Pointing anxiously::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Nods:: AE: Just a minute.  Let’s confer with the CEO. ::Walks over to the CEO's office and talks with him for a few moments as he looks to his Assistant Engineer::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Waits as the computer locates the lieutenant, once it finds him he runs a scan and notices his vital signs::  *Sickbay* Pavielion to sickbay, medical emergency on deck 16, Lieutenant Sovok appears to have passed out, please send teams immediately.

CNS_West says:
::Thinks: She loves getting presents, even if they are for her work::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
Captain Ware: Negative, Captain.  Enjoy your stay at Kootenai Station.  If you or your senior officers require anything, please contact Captain Pavielion.

OPS_Danforth says:
::Points to nearest crewman unloading:: Crewman: You there!  Can you please take that box immediately to the Counselor's office?

XO_Kerst says:
::Smiles:: CNS: See you then. I think I'll make sure everything is going smoothly with the unloading. ::Slowly walks away from CNS, watching the unloading::

Captain_Ware says:
Admiral: Thank you, Admiral.

CMO_Tae says:
<Sickbay> *CO* Acknowledged.  Teams are heading to Deck 16.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
*CMO* The Lieutenant appears to be passed out on deck 16, I have sent Medical Teams to treat him.

CEO_Corjet says:
<AE> ::Waits impatiently for the order to begin work::

Captain_Ware says:
::Turns and looks for Captain Pavielion::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Enters Science Lab 1, places the cases of petri dishes in a storage locker:: Cargo Bay 3 Crew: Okay, put those samples in the incubator, the test tubes and the beakers in the cupboards and the microscopes on the work tables.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks to the CEO's console as the CEO taps in a few commands.  Then studies the screen::

CMO_Tae says:
::Frowns slightly::  *CO* Acknowledged.

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: A Medical team arrives on deck 16 to find MO Sovok passed out on the deck.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Walks over to the Admiral::  SC: I found the Lieutenant, it appears he passed out while treating others on Deck 16.  Medical teams are enroute.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
CO: Passed out?  From what?

CSO_Taliza says:
<Cargo Bay 3 Crewmembers> CSO: Sir, where do you want this?  ::Indicates an electron microscope::

CSO_Taliza says:
Cargo Bay 3 Crewman: What is that?

CNS_West says:
::Hears the emergency over the conn::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Thinks for a moment::  SC: I am unsure Sir, I would imagine carbon monoxide poisoning since that deck was recently effected by it.  I believe I will contact the XO and have him quarantine that deck until the situation is dealt with.

CMO_Tae says:
<Medic> ::Moves over to the MO and scans him: motions for the other crewmembers to help get him to sickbay::

CSO_Taliza says:
<Cargo Bay 3 Crewman> CSO: It's that microscopic scanning device you requisitioned.

Host SM_Darlene says:
<Medical Team> *CMO* Doctor, we have located Lieutenant Sovok.  He is unconscious on Deck 16.  We are transporting him directly to the Infirmary.

CNS_West says:
::Wonders if she should forgo her  unpacking::

CSO_Taliza says:
Cargo Bay 3 Crewman: I can't believe Starfleet's incompetence!  I wanted a SUBATOMIC scanner, not an electron microscope!  That's an antique!  That belongs in a museum, not in my science lab!!!!

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns around to the repeater stations as the CEO shows him a few more things.  Waves the AE over::

CMO_Tae says:
*Medical Team* Acknowledged.  Let me know if you need more medics in Sickbay.

OPS_Danforth says:
CNS: Counselor, it'll be in your room in about 5 minutes.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
CO: Good idea, Captain. ::Moves towards the entrance to the Seahawk then taps her COM badge:: *CEO* Mitchell to Commander Corjet.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Taps his COM badge::  *XO* Commander, we have a serious situation, it appears the carbon monoxide poisoning case is worse than inspected, please have security seal off and evacuate that entire deck immediately.

Host SM_Darlene says:
<Medical Team> *CMO* Yes, Doctor.  *Transporter Room* Transporter room, two to beam directly to the Infirmary.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Turns to Ware::  Ware: I apologize Captain, it appears we have a minor situation developing here.

Captain_Ware says:
CO: Not a problem, Captain. Anything I can do to help?

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The medical officer and Lieutenant Sovok materializes in the Infirmary.

CNS_West says:
OPS: Thank you, Commander I will stay here to check out other personal things for crewmembers!

CSO_Taliza says:
<Cargo Bay 3 crewman 2> Cargo Bay 3 Crewman 1: Uhh, Harris, that was supposed to go to the Smithsonian back on Earth.  The Lieutenant's subatomic scanner is still on the Seahawk.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Stops as she enters the Seahawk:: *CEO* Mitchell to Commander Corjet, please respond.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Hears Science Lab 3 Crewman 2:: Science Lab 3 Crewman 1: You mean you couldn't tell an electron microscope from a subatomic scanner???

CEO_Corjet says:
<AE> ::Leans over and studies what the USS Seahawk’s CEO is telling them::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Shakes his head::  Ware: You are here to enjoy yourself.  Please, tour the station and relax, we will handle everything.  If there is anything else please let me know.

CEO_Corjet says:
*Admiral Mitchell* Yes, Admiral?

CNS_West says:
::Starts looking over other containers marked "Personal crew effects".

CSO_Taliza says:
*SC* Taliza to Admiral Mitchell!

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
*CEO* Randy, have your teams begun their inspection of the Seahawk?

Captain_Ware says:
CO: Very well, I'll head to my quarters then. ::Gives a slight bow::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Contacts security via the control panel just to speed things up and informs them to seal off and evacuate deck 16::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs quietly:: *Admiral* We're just about ready to, Sir.  I'm conferring with the ships CEO at the moment.

CNS_West says:
::Begins opening containers and marking items for transport to crew quarters::

CMO_Tae says:
<Medical Team> ::Gets the MO onto one of the few empty biobeds::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
Ware: Very well, you can contact OPS for your Quarters assignment.

Captain_Ware says:
::Turns and walks down gangway to the station::

CSO_Taliza says:
Cargo Bay 3 Crewman 1: Let's get that scanner and take that microscope with us back to the ship.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
*CEO* Acknowledged.  You do not have much time, Randy.  I am scheduled to leave within the next 24-hours.

Host SM_Darlene says:
<Bailey> ::Lumbers up to the Seahawk's cargo hold and finds the experimental weapons container.  Hoists it onto his big shoulders and lumbers back to the station::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Nods:: *Admiral* Aye Sir.  I just wanted to make sure we did everything right Sir.  ::Smiles:: Can't have you going out and have the dilithium matrix fail on you.  ::Laughs knowing that's an extreme possibility, then quickly shuts up:: We should have her done well within that time, Sir.

CNS_West says:
::Completely her work quickly and heads for her Office::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
*Sickbay* if sickbay fills up then please contact OPS and we will clear out a cargo bay for additional patients.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Helps Cargo Bay 3 Crewman 1 wheel the electron microscope back to the Seahawk::

Captain_Ware says:
::Wanders through station corridors with no real destination in mind::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Motions to the Assistant Engineer to get to work::

CMO_Tae says:
<Sickbay> *CO* We'll do that, Sir.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
*CEO* Acknowledged.  Thank you.  Mitchell, out.  ::Continues into the Seahawk and enters a turbolift::  Bridge.

CSO_Taliza says:
*SC* Admiral, I think you might want to put Crewman Harris on an education course about the difference between electron microscopes and subatomic scanners.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
*CSO* You should speak to Commander Kerst about that, Lieutenant.  Mitchell, out. 

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles with pride as he thinks she's more than deserved the Admirals rank.  Then confers with the CEO for another minute::

CNS_West says:
::While walking through the corridors to her office, she sees Captain Ware , seeming to wonder around::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Out of nowhere, a sudden power surge hits the station, knocking out all power except life support and artificial gravity systems.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
*SC* Admiral, Sir, unless you require my presence then I believe I will head back to Ops to help coordinate the evacuation and treatment of those on Deck 16.

CEO_Corjet says:
<AE> ::Quickly takes the primary MSD console and orders all of the engineers to work::

CMO_Tae says:
<Medic> ::Gives the MO an injection to counteract the carbon monoxide::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Sees the lights go out:: Aloud: Now what?

OPS_Danforth says:
::Quickly notices the surge and rushes off the ship to the station::

Captain_Ware says:
::Stops and looks into the darkness::

OPS_Danforth says:
CO: On my way, Sir.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Standing in the Seahawk's turbolift as the lights go out and the turbolift stops between decks::

OPS_Danforth says:
*CEO* Chief!  Any idea what happened?

CNS_West says:
::Looks into the darkness trying to focus::

CMO_Tae says:
::Blinks at the sudden disorientation from the lights going out::

MO_Sovok says:
::Mumbles something softly:: Kara.

CNS_West says:
::Calls out for the last person she saw::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Notices his console and the surrounding lights go dead, opens up a nearby wall panel and extracts several beacon lights, activates them::  *Admiral* Sir, are you okay?

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Simultaneously all children under the age of 12 are beamed off the station into a large vessel waiting outside.

CEO_Corjet says:
*OPS* Ahh.. no, not at the moment. ::Waves his arm towards his Assistant:: I'm currently in the USS Seahawk, Sir.

CMO_Tae says:
<Medic>  ::Hears the MO and checks on him even though nobody can see anything::  MO: Lieutenant?

CNS_West says:
Captain Ware: Captain Ware, are you all right, Sir?

Captain_Ware says:
::Waits for emergency power to engage::

OPS_Danforth says:
::Gets to the nearest console and begins doing a level one diagnostic::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Taps her COM badge:: *Ops* Mitchell to Operations.

MO_Sovok says:
::Can't really distinguish voices very well, and doesn't know if he can see or not:: Medic: Am I blind?!

Captain_Ware says:
CNS: I think so, what happened?

CEO_Corjet says:
<AE> ::Quickly contacts EO Chad in Main Engineering of the station::

CMO_Tae says:
<Medic> MO: No.  The lights have gone out.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Finds way to Seahawk gangway and walks across with the crewman::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Hears a transporter beam sound, turns to see a small child disappear::  *Ops* Pavielion to Ops, what is going on?

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: All communications systems are down.  There are no responses to anyone’s hails.

CNS_West says:
Captain Ware: Probably just temporary power outage, stay where you are, I will come to you, Sir.

CMO_Tae says:
::Feels a sudden detachment as her daughter is beamed off the station and looks around in a sudden panic::  All:  What's going on?!

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Frantically looks from station to station, trying to figure out what's happened to the power and quickly activates the backup power systems::

MO_Sovok says:
Medic: Then I shouldn't be here. Something’s not right. ::Tries to stand up::

Captain_Ware says:
::Hears last message as COM. goes down::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Hears no response, decides to get back to Ops, manually, approaches a turbolift, forces the doors open and enters::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Once aboard the Seahawk, wheels the electron microscope to the cargo bay and picks up the subatomic scanner::

CNS_West says:
::Looks up as system back up kicks in. Takes a few steps closer to Captain Ware::

CMO_Tae says:
<Medic>  ::Holds the MO down::  MO: You were found unconscious.  Stay put for now.

OPS_Danforth says:
::Arrives in Ops::

MO_Sovok says:
::Forces away the hand of the medic and stumbles across sickbay, picking up a light::

OPS_Danforth says:
::Notices that there is nothing but confused people::

Captain_Ware says:
::Kinda feels the people around him::

CSO_Taliza says:
Cargo Bay 3 Crewman 1: I'll take this back myself.  Thank you.  ::Heads back to the station::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Opens the top access door in the turbolift and climbs up, begins to ascend the ladder inside the turbolift shaft::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Upon transporting all the children on board, the vessel leaves the sector at high warp.

Captain_Ware says:
::Checks com badge again::

CEO_Corjet says:
<AE> ::Continues with their work::

OPS_Danforth says:
Secondary TAC: Did anyone get any readings before everything went down?

CNS_West says:
Captain Ware: Sir, we are close to my office I will escort you there until things are safe.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Scrambles around to bring back main power::

CEO_Corjet says:
*Nursery* I'm wondering about my children?  Are they okay?

Captain_Ware says:
::Reaches out for the CNS:

Host SM_Darlene says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Kootenai Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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